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Reminders

Remember
Talk about any new people you met or talked with.

What was really fresh for you during our worship gathering?

What were some good takeaways for you?  Questions?  Things that needed more clarity?  

Deepen
Jesus’ submission to God the Father in the Trinity is our example of biblical submission.  Read the 
following.  Where do we see Jesus’ submission to the Father?

● Luke 22:39-46
● Philippians 2:5-8
● 1 Peter 2:21-23

What are some important “bumpers” in any discussion about roles in the family?  Leader:  Bumpers 
means things to keep us in the alley (think at the bowling alley).  Keeps us out of the gutter.  

● Equality of Men and Women Made in the Image of God
● That these are roles for wives in marriage and not for women in every male relationship. 
● What submission is and isn’t.
● Struggles with submission do not start when you get married.  No one likes to submit to anyone.  

We talked about what submission is and isn’t.  Which ones stood out to you?  Why?
Six Things Submission Does Not Mean
1. Agreeing with Everything
2. Leaving Your Brain or Will at the Altar
3. Avoiding Every Effort to Change a Husband
4. Putting a Husband's Will Before Christ's Will
5. Getting Personal, Spiritual Strength from a Husband
6. Acting out of Fear
What Submission Does Mean - Submission is the divine calling of a wife to honor and affirm her 
husband's leadership and help carry it through according to her gifts.

Every call for a wife to submit to her husband in the Bible is quickly followed with passages for the 
husband to love and care for his wife.  What is the connection between these two commands?

Transform
Leaders:  Due to the nature of this material, I want to encourage you to divide the group by gender to deal 
specifically with some of these matters.  

Ladies
Submission is not something that can be coerced.  It must be freely given as a gift to your 
husband.  

● What are some hindrances in your own heart to this?
● How do you need to grow in your strength toward your husband?
● How do you need to grow in your tenderness?
● How should this guide the single ladies in your group in their choice of a spouse?



Read 1 Peter 3:1-6
What does a gentle and quiet spirit look like?  Leader:  This doesn’t mean that the woman never 
speaks to her husband.  In fact, one author said, “For any marriage, correction of the husband by the wife 
would be one category on my short list of most important.  I’m not arguing for a contentious marriage, but 
correction, humbly communicated must be part of every marriage.”  So, what does a gentle and quiet spirit 
look like in different personality types and temperaments?

What is the connection between submitting to your husband and the end of verse 6?  Leaders:  You 
want to encourage the ladies to deal with this issue of fear and trust in their husbands.  

Colossians 3:18 calls wives to this as part of their obedience to Jesus.  Ladies:  how does this 
change your perspective on submitting to your husbands?

Men
How do you need to change your view of submission from this sermon?  Headship?

Every command given to wives is followed by a command to husbands.  Read and Discuss how 
you need to grow in order to free your wife to more easily follow Jesus.  

● 1 Peter 3:7
● Ephesians 5:25-28

One of the effects of good leadership/headship is making those around you better.  How are you 
serving your wife in such a way that she is growing and becoming the lady that God has called her 
to be?

There is a connection between a leader being trustworthy and the ease with which one submits.  
What are some ways in which you need to grow in your faithfulness and dependability?  

How can you honor your wife as she obeys Christ in her submission to you?


